Introduction
Understanding neural map development means understanding how a set of neurons in a target structure acquire functional connectivity so as to represent their inputs in a ''map-like'' way. By ''map-like'' I mean a tendency for features of the input that are in some sense similar to be represented by nearby neurons in the target structure. An input ''feature'' can be, for instance, the spatial location of a ganglion cell in the retina or a touch receptor in the skin, a specific type of olfactory receptor, the preferred sound frequency of a hair cell in the cochlea, or a more abstract property, such as the orientation of an edge in a visual image ( Figure 1A ).
Explaining the appeal of neural map development for modelers highlights some of the crucial features of the underlying biological phenomena. Although the inputs may be complex, the output structure is usually a rather simple two-dimensional array of neurons. What is represented by these neurons that is relevant for the map (for instance, spatial location) is often fairly clear, as is how this changes when the system is perturbed. There is often abundant data available to challenge and constrain models, as it can be relatively straightforward (at least in principle) to alter the inputs and examine the effect on the resulting map. In addition, there are several plausible hypotheses for the kind of computational rules that could lead to neural map formation, and, remarkably, some of these really do seem to be relevant to map formation in biological nervous systems.
Most experimental work in neuroscience is driven by qualitative hypotheses, and the same has been true of neural map development. A seminal example is Sperry's chemospecificity hypothesis that the matching of molecular labels in the input and target structures might underlie map formation in some systems (Sperry, 1963) . Such qualitative hypotheses can be instrumental in generating richly productive programs of experimental work (reviewed in Meyer, 1998) . However, purely qualitative hypotheses also have limitations. First, they are inevitably imprecise. For any statement in words there are always a large number of different possible interpretations.
Expressing a hypothesis in the form of mathematical equations forces precision, which can be a useful tool for identifying soft spots in the logic of the hypothesis. It is also important because subtly different interpretations can often have widely different outcomes. Working through the consequences of small changes in the mathematical assumptions can thus be important to delineate which of the many possible interpretations is the most relevant for understanding the biology. This prevents a qualitative hypothesis from remaining sufficiently vague so that it can be adapted to explain almost anything: it cuts down the ''wiggle-room.'' A second potential limitation of purely qualitative hypotheses is that they can become overwhelmed by the complexity of the observed phenomena and may not be capable of teasing apart the relative importance of different influences. This is certainly apparent for the case of map development. For instance, surgical, and more recently genetic, manipulations of retinotectal maps have produced a rich variety of results, with outcomes whose differences are sometimes more quantitatively than qualitatively distinct. The same is true for the data on the formation of multiple feature maps in primary visual cortex (both examples are discussed further below). In such circumstances, purely qualitative explanations may have limited power to eliminate possibilities or provide convincing arguments why one outcome should be observed over another.
Any model of the world, be it qualitative or quantitative, is a caricature. Just like a cartoonist sketching a politician, certain features deemed to be key are emphasized while others are ignored. The success of a model depends on making choices that allow progress to be made in understanding (at least some aspects of) the phenomena under consideration. A third way in which quantitative modeling can be advantageous is that it can allow a fully rigorous understanding of the particular caricature to be obtained. That is, the space of consequences of a particular set of assumptions can usually be explored to a greater level of detail than in qualitative approaches. Such quantitative explorations may lead to new insights and predictions.
Some of these insights may ultimately be expressible in purely qualitative terms, but they required the initial sharpness of equations to become apparent (sometimes paraphrased as ''equations are smarter than we are''). For an excellent review of the benefits of mathematical modeling in a more general biological context, see Mogilner et al. (2006) .
In this review, I illustrate the above issues by highlighting some specific examples where mathematical models have helped clarify, explain, and guide experimental work in neural map formation. I focus particularly on visual map formation in the optic tectum and primary visual cortex, as this is where mathematical models have been most developed and where there has been the strongest interplay between theory and experiment. I first review some of the basic ideas underlying these two fields and then discuss in more detail some particular case studies. For reasons of space, this review is also merely a caricature, and much deserving work has had, unfortunately, to be omitted. For more complete reviews of mapping models, please see Erwin et al. (1995) , Swindale (1996 Swindale ( , 2003 , Willshaw and Price (2003) , and Goodhill and Xu (2005) .
Fundamental Principles of Map Formation
By the early 1970s, both chemospecific matching and correlated neural activity had been proposed as mechanisms that could lead to map formation (Gaze and Keating, 1972; Chung, 1974) . Theoretical modeling in the later 1970s then rigorously demonstrated sufficient conditions for each of these mechanisms to actually work and along the way identified further necessary assumptions that had not been initially apparent from the qualitative statements of the hypotheses.
In chemospecific matching, similarity between input neurons is encoded by similarities in the molecules expressed (in a general sense) by those neurons, and likewise for output neurons. A simple way to do this is by molecular gradients, so that expression levels change systematically with distance in both the input and target structures. In activity-dependent matching, similarity between input neurons is encoded by correlations in activity, so that input features that tend to be coactive are ''more similar'' than features that do not tend to be coactive. The most prevalent hypothesis for the source of similarity between neurons in the output structure is that there exist lateral connections between them, with an efficacy that declines with distance. These influences are often assumed to be of the form of excitation at short range and inhibition at long range, a general profile known to have powerful pattern-forming abilities (e.g., Turing, 1952; Gierer and Meinhardt, 1972; Ermentrout and Cowan, 1979 ). An alternative idea is that neurons in the output structure release molecules in an activity-dependent manner, and it is the diffusion of these molecules that provides locality information in the target.
Models of Chemospecific Map Development
Besides addressing the formation of a spatial map under normal circumstances, modeling of chemospecific map development has also attempted to explain alterations to the map following surgical manipulations such as removal or translocation of parts of the retina and tectum (reviewed in Udin and Fawcett, 1988) and, more recently, alterations due to misexpression of Eph/ephrins (reviewed in McLaughlin and O'Leary, 2005; Lemke and Reber, 2005; Flanagan, 2006) . Prestige and Willshaw (1975) developed the first mathematical model of Sperry's chemospecificity hypothesis. They introduced a distinction between ''type I'' matching, where each presynaptic cell has an affinity for just a small neighborhood of postsynaptic cells, with peak affinity for the topographically matching cell in the postsynaptic sheet, and ''type II'' matching, where all pre(post)-synaptic axons (cells) have maximum affinity for cells (axons) at one end of the post(pre)-synaptic sheet ( Figure 1B ). Prestige and Willshaw showed through simulations that, while type I matching is sufficient to form a map under normal conditions, it is too rigid to easily account for the map plasticity observed in fish and frogs when, for instance, parts of the retina or tectum are rotated or removed (reviewed in Udin and Fawcett, 1988; Goodhill and Xu, 2005) . Type I matching was subsequently investigated further in the model of Gierer (1983) (re-expressed in a simpler form in Gierer, 1987) , who confirmed that by itself type I matching (Goodhill and Sejnowski, 1997) , the function F(i,j) specifies similarities between pairs of input points, and G(p,q) specifies similarities between pairs of output points. These similarities can be defined in different ways in different instances, including by molecular markers, physical connectivity, and correlations in neural activity. (B) Simple topographic matching between a one-dimensional row of presynaptic neurons and a one-dimensional row of postsynaptic neurons. Prestige and Willshaw (1975) discussed two possibilities for how such a map might develop based on chemospecificity. In ''type 1,'' there exist specific affinities between pairs of pre-and postsynaptic locations, so that for instance axons from location 3 are specifically attracted to location C. In ''type 2,'' there exist graded affinities, so that location 3 maps to location C only because they occupy the same relative positions in the pre-and postsynaptic rows.
had difficulties explaining observed map plasticity. A slightly modified form of type I matching enjoyed a brief resurgence of interest in the late 1990s, when early results concerning Eph/ephrin gradients in mice were interpreted in these terms (e.g., Nakamoto et al., 1996; Honda, 1998) . However, subsequent experiments genetically manipulating Eph/ephrin levels suggested again that such matching by itself is an insufficient explanation for all but map formation under normal circumstances (reviewed in Goodhill and Richards, 1999; Goodhill and Xu, 2005 ; see also Honda, 2003) .
Type II matching is somewhat closer to what has subsequently been discovered about the role of Eph/ephrin gradients in the tectum (albeit with maximum disaffinity rather than affinity for one end of the postsynaptic sheet). In simulating this type of mechanism, Prestige and Willshaw (1975) gained the key insight that competition for postsynaptic sites is crucial to prevent all axons from clustering at one end of the postsynaptic sheet. Prestige and Willshaw introduced the competition via normalization, limiting both the number of postsynaptic sites an axon may contact simultaneously and the number of axon branches that can contact a postsynaptic cell. More recently, competitive mechanisms (reviewed in van Ooyen, 2001) have also been invoked to explain ephrin gene manipulation experiments (e.g., Feldheim et al., 2000) .
Following this, models were proposed based primarily on sorting mechanisms, whereby pairs of presynaptic axons reverse their position in the postsynaptic sheet if they are determined to be in the wrong order (Hope et al., 1976) , and marker induction, whereby neighborhood information in the postsynaptic sheet comes from the local diffusion of presynaptic molecular markers that are transported from the pre-to postsynaptic sheet (von der Malsburg and Willshaw, 1977; Willshaw and von der Malsburg, 1979) . Because data from surgical manipulations of the retinotectal system of frogs and fish cannot readily be interpreted in terms of just one type of mechanism (reviewed in Udin and Fawcett, 1988) , a particular concern has been to understand how influences such as weak chemospecificity, competition for target space, fiber-fiber interactions, and activity-dependent effects, while working seamlessly together during normal development, can produce a variety of outcomes under subtly different experimental perturbations (e.g., Fraser, 1980 Fraser, , 1985 Fraser and Perkel, 1990; Whitelaw and Cowan, 1981; Cowan and Friedman, 1990; Weber et al., 1997; Overton and Arbib, 1982; Tsigankov and Koulakov, 2006) . For example, Fraser and Perkel (1990) modeled the process of retinotectal map formation as attempting to minimize the value of an ''energy function'' consisting of the sum of several terms representing specific types of constraints. They showed quantitatively how the competition between these constraints could reproduce map plasticity following retinal or tectal ablation, and experiments where pieces of tectum are grafted into ectopic locations.
A more recent stimulus for modeling has been the increasingly quantitative data emerging from experiments manipulating Eph and ephrin levels in mouse retina and superior colliculus (reviewed in McLaughlin and O'Leary, 2005; Lemke and Reber, 2005; Flanagan, 2006) . For instance, Lemke and colleagues (Brown et al., 2000; Reber et al., 2004) characterized the variety of maps formed when levels of Eph expression are changed in just a subpopulation of retinal ganglion cells. They proposed first qualitatively and then quantitatively a model explaining these altered maps in terms of ''relative signaling,'' where it is only the ratio of Eph expression levels between subpopulations that determines the structure of the resulting map. This idea was challenged by Koulakov and Tsigankov (2004) , who proposed an alternative model based only on absolute differences in Eph expression levels. In contrast, Willshaw (2006) showed how a revised version of the marker induction model (Willshaw and von der Malsburg, 1979) could explain the same data and predicted that one should see corresponding changes in ephrin expression levels. Recent modeling has also addressed the role of Eph/ephrin-controlled branch formation in map formation (Yates et al., 2004) .
Models of Activity-Dependent Map Formation
Modeling of activity-dependent mechanisms has been most applied to understanding the development of the functional architecture of V1 (reviewed in Horton and Adams, 2005 ; Fitzpatrick, this issue) and how this depends on visual experience (reviewed in Sengpiel and Kind, 2002) .
Sufficient parameters for activity-dependent mechanisms to form spatial, orientation, and ocular dominance preference maps were rigorously explored by von der Malsburg (1973), Willshaw and von der Malsburg (1976) , and von der . They considered a sheet of presynaptic cells totally connected, with synapses of variable strengths, to a two-dimensional sheet of postsynaptic cells (a ''high-dimensional'' model; see Figure 2 ). Initial connectivity was random, with a small initial bias in the spatial map case to model an initial chemospecific matching mechanism. Neighborhood information in the postsynaptic sheet was communicated via lateral connections, excitatory at short range and inhibitory at long range. Simple patterns of activity were presented to the presynaptic sheet: unstructured blobs in the spatial mapping model, oriented edges for the orientation preference model, and activity blobs anticorrelated between the two eyes for the ocular dominance column model. All postsynaptic cells with activity above a certain threshold then had their connection strengths updated according to a Hebbian-type rule (Hebb, 1949) . In order to prevent connection strengths from growing without bound, the total sum of strength for each postsynaptic unit was normalized to a constant value by dividing each connection strength by the total sum (analyzed in Wiskott and Sejnowski, 1998 ). An elegant mathematical analysis of a nonlinear model closely related to that of Willshaw and von der Malsburg's was presented by Takeuchi and Amari (1979) and Amari (1980) . However, subsequent work showed that ocular dominance and orientation (though not spatial topography) could still form in simplified linear models, allowing further mathematical analysis of the role of particular parameters. Linsker (1986) showed that a linear network with several layers, loosely modeled on the first few layers of visual processing in the retina, LGN and V1, required only a simple Hebbian learning rule to produce receptive fields roughly matching those found biologically at each layer, including an orientation map in V1. MacKay and Miller (1990) performed an eigenvector analysis of this model, which further established the role of particular parameters in determining the types of receptive fields that emerged. Linsker's model showed that completely unstructured ''spontaneous'' input activity in the first layer was sufficient to drive structured receptive field development in later layers, establishing that complex correlations in the input are not required for complex structure to emerge at later stages of processing. Miller and colleagues developed related modeling ideas for the formation of ocular dominance maps (Miller et al., 1989) , orientation maps (Miller, 1994) , and the joint formation of both (Erwin and Miller, 1998) , and Berns et al. (1993) for the formation of disparity selectivity. Again, the linearity of these models allowed a thorough characterization of the dependence of the results on the parameters (see also Dayan and Goodhill 1992; Piepenbrock et al., 1997) .
Meanwhile, high-dimensional nonlinear models continued to be developed and were found to have some interestingly different properties from linear models (Obermayer et al., 1990; Goodhill, 1993; Barrow et al., 1996; Bauer et al., 1997; Riesenhuber et al., 1998; Scherf et al., 1999; Woodbury et al., 2002) , including models that also allow plasticity of lateral connections (Sirosh and Miikkulainen, 1997; Bednar and Miikkulainen, 2006) . More recently, models have been proposed that can ''interpolate'' smoothly between the linear and nonlinear regimes Obermayer, 1999, 2000; Dayan, 2001 ). In addition, it has been shown that more complex rules for modifying synaptic strengths, such as spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) (Song and Abbott, 2001; Young et al., 2007) and information-theoretic approaches (Linsker, 1989 (Linsker, , 1990 Osindero et al., 2005) , can also lead to map formation. Models have also begun to be developed that address the laminar structure of V1, particularly the role of the subplate in map formation, rather than treating it as just a two-dimensional sheet (Grossberg and Seitz, 2003; Kanold and Shatz, 2006) . Lateralization effects between map development in opposite hemispheres have also been explored (Levitan and Reggia, 2000) .
Low-Dimensional and Other Models
In parallel to high-dimensional models, several authors have proposed an alternative framework based on a ''low-dimensional'' formulation of the mapping problem (Durbin and Mitchison, 1990; Goodhill and Willshaw, 1990; Obermayer et al., 1992) . Here, inputs are simplified, from patterns of activity in an array of input cells, to points in a space of just a few dimensions, each dimension representing the complete range of values of a ''prepackaged'' feature ( Figure 3 ). For instance, two dimensions for visual field position, one for ocularity, one for spatial frequency, and so on. The receptive fields of postsynaptic neurons can then be represented as points in this low-dimensional feature space, their location in the feature space indicating their preferred stimuli. These models are generally based on either the elastic net (Durbin and Willshaw, 1987) or Kohonen (1982 Kohonen ( , 2000 Kohonen ( , 2006 algorithms, both of which can be interpreted as particular mathematical instantiations of Hebbian learning. They trade off principles of ''coverage'' (Swindale, 1991) , which matches cortical receptive fields to the input features that need to be represented, and continuity, which ensures that neighboring postsynaptic neurons represent similar features (Durbin and Mitchison, 1990) . Such continuity can be motivated by the idea of ''minimal wiring,'' i.e., keeping intracortical connections short (Cowey, 1979; Durbin and Mitchison, 1990; Mitchison, 1995; Koulakov and Chklovskii, 2001; Chklovskii and Koulakov, 2004) . Low-dimensional models give a remarkably good fit to experimental data on the geometrical properties of maps in V1 (Figure 4) , including subtle changes in these properties following various forms of visual deprivation (e.g., Erwin et al., 1995; Swindale and One or more sheets of input neurons project to a sheet of output neurons. Some initial pattern of connectivity is assumed, either random, roughly topographic, or finely topographic (for clarity, only connections to one output neuron are shown in the figure) . Patterns of activity are applied to the input layers, and the resulting activity of neurons in the output layer is calculated. Output neurons are usually assumed to be connected by short-range excitation and long-range inhibition, though direct evidence for this in visual cortex is lacking (reviewed in Swindale, 1996 ; Carreira-Perpiñ á n and Goodhill, 2004) . Connection strengths are then updated, usually with some form of Hebbian learning rule. Swindale, 2000 Swindale, , 2004 Yu et al., 2005; Carreira-Perpiñ á n et al., 2005; Farley et al., 2007) . They have also proved amenable to extensive mathematical analysis (e.g., Durbin et al., 1989; Hoffsü mmer et al., 1996; Wolf et al., 2000; Goodhill and Cimponeriu, 2000) . In addition, it has been demonstrated that models that appear different superficially can actually be at root quite similar (e.g., Yuille et al., 1996; Goodhill and Sejnowski, 1997) .
A different approach to the simplification of high-dimensional models was taken by Swindale (1980 Swindale ( , 1982 . This model eliminates an explicit representation of the inputs entirely and focuses instead on how center-surround patterns of lateral connectivity in the postsynaptic layer cause some spatial patterns of synaptic strengths to increase at the expense of others (see also Rojer and Schwartz, 1990; Grossberg and Olson, 1994) . Realistic-looking maps can be produced within a very simple framework, which again can be analyzed mathematically. Tanaka's model (Tanaka, 1991a , 1991b Miyashita and Tanaka, 1992 ) took a ''thermodynamic'' approach based on an analogy with well-established models for the self-organization of certain physical systems. Again it was shown how minimizing a biologically motivated objective function can be an effective means for producing patterns closely resembling maps in V1.
Others have modeled map formation driven by diffusion of neurotransmitters (Montague et al., 1991) , by intracortical competition for limiting supplies of neurotrophins (Elliott and Shadbolt, 1996 Harris et al., 1997) , and how cortical growth might affect map structure (Oster and Bressloff, 2006) . A particular recent concern has also been symmetry considerations and the coupling of spatial and orientation preference maps (Lee et al., 2003; Thomas and Cowan, 2004; Wolf, 2005) . Neuromorphic hardware has begun to be developed which forms maps in silicon with some of the properties of those seen in V1 (Taba and Boahen, 2003; Merolla and Boahen, 2004, Boahen, 2005 ). An open-source software package (http://topographica.org) has also recently been introduced that allows simulations of some of the above models to be easily constructed (Bednar et al., 2004) . The box represents the space of input features. Only three are shown (representing for instance azimuth, elevation, and ocular dominance), though there can be many more. The receptive fields of output neurons are represented by points in the input space. The position of each point represents the combination of features to which it is most responsive (the degree of selectivity, or size of receptive field, is not drawn). These positions are unrelated to physical positions in the array of output neurons. To convey information about physical position, the points representing the receptive fields of physically neighboring output neurons are connected by lines, forming the folded sheet drawn in the input space. This gives a visual impression of the degree of distortion of the map along each feature dimension. Learning generally consists of choosing points in the feature space and then ''pulling'' the cortical sheet toward those points. dominance columns tend to form parallel stripes (LeVay et al., 1985; Horton and Hocking, 1996) , while cat ocular dominance columns are more disordered (e.g., Kaschube et al., 2003) . Following an initial suggestion of LeVay et al. (1985) , theoretical models have shown that these differences could arise purely from the shape of the V1, which is much more elongated in the macaque than the cat. Jones et al. (1991) demonstrated in a nondevelopmental model that optimization of a simple measure of map continuity produced disordered ocular dominance stripes when mapping two circles, representing the retinae, to a circle, representing cat V1, but much more parallel stripes when mapping to an ellipse, representing macaque V1. The same was then shown in developmental models (Goodhill and Willshaw, 1994; Bauer 1995) , which were also extended to account for more subtle features of overall ocular dominance organization in macaque V1 . The idea was applied to the case of orientation columns in cat V2 in Wolf et al. (1996) , who argued that the strong geometrical constraints in this case could explain the alignment of orientation maps between the two eyes in cats, even in the absence of binocular visual experience (Gö decke and Bonhoeffer, 1996; see also Shouval et al., 2000) . Wolf et al. (1994) also introduced the notion that purely geometrical constraints could underlie the formation of the topographic field discontinuities and islands that are observed in some cases. While more recent experimental work has suggested a strong influence of molecular cues competing with activity-dependent self-organizing effects on map development in V1 (e.g., Weliky and Katz, 1997; Crowley and Katz, 2002; Kaschube et al., 2002 Kaschube et al., , 2003 , the modeling work described above has played an important role in both stimulating particular types of experiments and characterizing the surprisingly reproducible order that can be obtained from purely self-organizing mechanisms. Models Have Suggested Specific Dynamics for the Development of Maps Optical imaging studies have shown that, from as soon as functional maps in V1 can be recorded, their global structure is essentially stable, though they can disappear again without adequate visual stimulation (Crair et al., 1998) . This however does not address the question of how their structure develops initially, before functional maps are obtainable with current recording techniques. Certain theoretical models have made some intriguing predictions regarding the dynamics of this early development. For instance, Hoffsü mmer et al. (1996) and Goodhill and Cimponeriu (2000) showed that final column width in the elastic net model is closely related to the rate of column development, and predicted that if the periodicity of the final orientation map is greater than the periodicity of the final ocular dominance map then orientation columns must have developed before ocular dominance columns, and vice versa. Given experimental measurements of final periodicities in cats (Lö wel et al., 1998) and monkeys (Obermayer and Blasdel, 1993) , the prediction becomes that orientation columns form first in cats, but that ocular dominance columns form first in monkeys. Related to this, Giacomantonio and Goodhill (2007) suggested that the variability in angioscotoma representation observed in squirrel monkey V1 by Horton (2002, 2003) could be due to variations in the progress of ocular dominance column development at the time of birth in these animals. A more boldly controversial claim by Wolf and Geisel (1998) was based on a very general mathematical analysis of the pattern-formation processes underlying all physical structures resembling orientation maps . They predicted that, to be consistent with the relatively low final density of orientation map pinwheels compared to orientation map periodicity observed experimentally, pinwheels of opposite chirality must be moving, colliding, and annihilating during development. While as yet there is no direct experimental evidence to support these predictions, it is unclear whether current technologies probing functional maps in V1 in very young animals are adequate to test them. The examples discussed above provide useful illustrations of the kinds of predictions that would be unlikely to arise from purely qualitative reasoning.
Models Have Provoked Experimental Tests of Hypotheses for the Factors that Control the Width of Cortical Columns
Maps such as ocular dominance and orientation preference are characterized by a very regular periodicity. Theoretical models have played an important role in refining our understanding of which biological variables control this periodicity. Although not thoroughly analyzed in the original studies of von der Malsburg (1973) and von der , the primary determinant of periodicity in those models is the extent of intracortical connections. Swindale (1980 Swindale ( , 1982 , and Miller et al. (1989) addressed this issue more systematically in their models and showed that this periodicity is largely determined by the position of peak power in the Fourier transform of the cortical interaction function (pattern of lateral connections). A similar influence of lateral connections was subsequently shown in nonlinear models (e.g., Goodhill, 1993; Dayan, 1993) . To test this hypothesis experimentally requires disrupting the normal pattern of intracortical connections. This was finally achieved by Hensch and Stryker (2004) , who showed they could indeed influence ocular dominance column periodicity by perturbing GABA-mediated intracortical inhibition.
However, simulations and analysis of nonlinear models have demonstrated an additional possible influence on ocular dominance column periodicity besides the structure of lateral connections: the degree of correlation between the two eyes (Goodhill and Willshaw, 1990; Dayan, 1993; Goodhill, 1993; Sirosh and Miikkulainen, 1997; Elliott and Shadbolt, 1998; Wolf et al., 2000; Scherf et al., 1999) . To test this requires disrupting the normally positive correlations between the two eyes, and in particular Goodhill (1993) predicted that strabismic cats should have wider ocular dominance columns than normal cats. A subsequent experiment directly testing the strabismus idea found results consistent with the prediction (Lö wel, 1994) . The hypothesis that the statistics of retinal activity could affect not just local cortical structure (as in for instance the shifts of column borders with monocular deprivation [Shatz and Stryker, 1978] ) but also the large-scale periodicity of V1 (Goodhill and Lö wel, 1995) proved a fruitful, though controversial, stimulus for further work. In support, analogous increases in ocular dominance column width were reported in cats raised with alternating monocular occlusion (Tieman and Tumosa, 1997) and in amblyopic monkeys (A.W. Roe et al., 1995, Soc. Neurosci., abstract) , and very broad columns were reported in strabismic squirrel monkeys (Livingstone, 1996) . At the same time, it became apparent that the prediction was a robust feature of several different models, and a deeper analytical understanding of why the effect occurs in some models was obtained. However, other experimental studies challenged the hypothesis. No systematic changes were reported in periodicity in macaque V1 with strabismus (Murphy et al., 1998; Crawford, 1998) , and a study of strabismic squirrel monkeys was inconclusive (Adams and Horton, 2006) . Furthermore, a subsequent analysis by Lö wel and colleagues of a much larger number of normal and strabismic cats (Kaschube et al., 2003) found no differences in periodicity on average. This line of enquiry helped stimulate two important discoveries. First, that there exists large ''natural'' variability in column periodicities between individuals of the same species (e.g., Horton and Hocking, 1996; Rathjen et al., 2002; Adams and Horton, 2006) . Second, genetic background exerts a strong influence on the overall structure of V1, in particular the periodicity of orientation (Kaschube et al., 2002) and ocular dominance (Kaschube et al., 2003) columns, a factor that was not controlled for in Lö wel (1994) . Thus, to definitively establish whether strabismus causes wider ocular dominance columns, differing rearing conditions would need to be applied to genetically identical cats. This example illustrates that theoretical predictions do not necessarily have to be immediately proven correct to be useful: they can still play an important role in stimulating new directions for research.
Conclusions and Future Directions
Basic modeling principles established in the 1970s are still highly relevant today. Several different types of mathematical caricatures of neural map formation have been explored, both by simulation and (in some cases extensive) mathematical analysis. These models have had a strong influence on our general understanding of mechanisms for neural map formation, and in some cases have directly motivated and guided experimental work. However, the dramatic recent increase in our knowledge of the molecular mechanisms underlying map formation suggests many avenues for future work. These include understanding more about how chemospecific and activity-dependent cues conspire and compete in map formation, how chemospecific mechanisms alone might produce feature as well as spatial maps, and the mechanisms underlying the similarity of overall map structure between genetically related individuals. Additionally, there is great potential for new imaging technologies to produce more quantitative characterizations of map structure for comparison with model predictions. More generally, it will also be important to understand better the relevance of models of visual mapping to mapping in other modalities.
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